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      Resolved! Sandbox system issue 
  Seems something changed server-side on sandbox in the past day, marketplaceId / MarketplaceEnum having issues with create policy calls and all the get policy/ies calls are returning system error. gets still work in production (didn't try creates). {"... 
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       Can't exclude specfic sellers from "findItemsAdvanced" 
  I have a function that checks for new listings containing the word "Rolex".I'm trying to exclude couple of sellers. Everything runs fine until I try to exclude a seller that contains "-", the api says: "Invalid store name" even tho it's a valid store... 
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       Getting Access to ebay Buy / Offer API 
  Hi, I was trying to develop my own third party software for ebay and one of the features would be to manage ongoing bids easier and placing bids through the software. However to do this I would need access to the ebay Buy API and in particular the Of... 
 
   04-01-2024 02:23 AM  
   Posted in  eBay APIs: Talk to your fellow developers  
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       Media API - Videos: What are the semantics of the expiration date? 
  The documentation for the Media API mentions a 1-year expiration date for videos. Can someone clarify the actual semantics? In other words, does the actual video disappear after the expiration date, or does this refer only to video-records created wi... 
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  latest reply by developer_support@ebay on 03-29-2024 03:44 PM  
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       API call to get estimated shipping cost - ebay shipping calculator 
  Is there an API call to get the equivalent result of the ebay shipping calculator ?I want to get the total estimated cost for selling an item, including shipping. So not what the buyer would be charged, but the estimated cost of shipping to the selle... 
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       Missing Brand when is already filled, also with MPN 
  Hello, i'm trying from days to fix this issue without success.I need to upload an high volume on products (12.000) using CSV format and SFTP upload, but after some errors resolutions, now i get the following:FAILEDERROR21919303Manca la specifica dell... 
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       labels not printing to scale on A6 paper 
  only work around is to screen shot label and print that. Tried fire fox safari and chrome, tried changing scal and more then 100% Tried different computers and phones. Still the same image on A6 paper print image shows in view and print 2 inch image ... 
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       error: Unfortunately, this seller will not ship to your location. 
  Hi, When I try to purchase an item listed in the sandbox environment, I get an error message "Unfortunately, this seller will not ship to your location. Please update your shipping address or contact the seller to request order total." and am unable ... 
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       How do I list an item in the EBAY_CA market place? 
  I tried making an offer in the EBAY_CA market place, but I keep getting the error: "12345 could not be found or is not available in the system for the marketplace EBAY_CA." Call to createOrReplaceInventoryItem URIhttps://api.ebay.com/sell/inventory/v... 
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  latest reply by uk7-zbdeju on 03-22-2024 01:16 AM  
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       Can't exclude specfic sellers from "findItemsAdvanced" 
  I have a function that checks for new listings containing the word "Rolex".I'm trying to exclude couple of sellers. Everything runs fine until I try to exclude a seller that contains "-", the api says: "Invalid store name" even tho it's a valid store... 
 
   03-22-2024 12:31 AM  
   Posted in  eBay APIs: Talk to your fellow developers  
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 	78 Views
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	0 helpful

       Api Call Usage Report 
  Hi, There used to be a way to run a report go get the number of your API calls made by your application token. I can no longer find this on the site, and it doesn't look like the old api call GetApiAccessRulesCallworks anymore. Is there a way to find... 
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   Posted in  eBay APIs: Talk to your fellow developers  
  latest reply by shipscript on 03-20-2024 08:55 AM  
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       I can't connect eBay with Xentral 
  Hello,I would like to connect eBay with Xentral from my new fulfilment service provider. Unfortunately, I have 0.0 knowledge of API connections etc. The instructions from Xentral on how to connect eBay with Xentral don't help me either.My level of kn... 
 
   03-20-2024 05:03 AM  
   Posted in  eBay APIs: Talk to your fellow developers  
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 	76 Views
	0 replies
	0 helpful

       FixedPriceTransaction notification not working 
  Hi, since this morning we stopped receiving FixedPriceTransaction and AuctionCheckoutComplete notifications while other notifications (i.e. ItemExtended) work fine.Checking one of the items involved via GetNotificationsUsage the response looks like t... 
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   Posted in  eBay APIs: Talk to your fellow developers  
  latest reply by impactingthegame on 03-19-2024 09:39 AM  
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       Inquiry about eBay Messages API for Conversation-Based Messaging 
  Hello eBay Developer Community,I hope everyone is doing well. I am writing to inquire about the eBay Messages API that is reportedly being used by 3sellers.com.Our team is interested in understanding how the API is structured to provide messages in a... 
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   Posted in  eBay APIs: Talk to your fellow developers  
  latest reply by developer_support@ebay on 03-15-2024 03:23 PM  
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       Resolved! Trying to access some of the end points and getting permission error 
  I am trying to setup the developer api into my app some of the endpoints Browse API works fine, but Feed API, Deal API, Marketing API throwing the below permission error. Who to contact?. Thanks. {"errors": [{"errorId": 1100,"domain": "ACCESS","categ... 
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   Posted in  eBay APIs: Talk to your fellow developers  
  latest reply by shipscript on 03-13-2024 03:04 PM  
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Getting started

We want your journey here to be as great as can be, so we have put together some links to help you get quickly familiarized with the eBay Community.


	About Community
	Community guidelines
	What board should I post on?
	eBay Community events
	Mentor program




Additional resources

	eBay Developers Program
	eBay for Business podcast
	eBay for Business YouTube
	eBay for Business Facebook
	Seller Center
	Seller updates
	eBay news
	eBay Security Center
	Seller Help
	System status board
	Video: navigating eBay self-help resources
	Video: learn about the mentor program
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